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TRANSLATION
Oh, that’s how we get our

fresh milk…

Everyone knows that milk is good for health but if we can drink fresh milk, that would be
even better.
Singapore does not have any dairy farms and the closest large-scale dairy farm is located in
Java, Indonesia.
This is Asia’ s only dairy company that rears its own cows, produces and packages its own
milk and it has been operating for 15 years. Let’s take a look to see how milk is produced.
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1. A calf weighs 35 to 40kg when it is born.
2. After drinking three months of milk, the calf is introduced to grass and feed. The latter
is specially formulated and is especially nutritious. When it is one years old, it is
ready to be artificially inseminated to become a mother.
3. After the gestation period of nine months, the calf is delivered and this is when milk
production is at its peak. The cow will stay in covered barns installed with a special
wind system to keep them cool. This allows them to produce even more milk.
4. Three times a day, the cows will be brought to the milking facility. A healthy cow can
produce up to 40 litres of milk daily. If the milk is not squeezed, their udders would be
bloated.
5. The milking process is done by a milking contraption which is fast, and hygiene levels
are strictly maintained. The cows are used to the process and will leave the milking
facility in an orderly manner.
6. The freshly squeezed milk is sent to the packaging facility via pipes for sterilization. It
does not come into human contact the entire the time to prevent contamination.
7. Wow! Why is there a coffee machine here? This is for the inspection personnel to
test whether the milk foam that is formed is of acceptable quality. Many coffee chains
use this brand of milk in their coffee.
8. After the milk is packed, it will take around two to three days to reach Singapore. Milk
that is shipped from Australia or America takes 10 and 20 days respectively.
What is fresh milk?
Greenfields dairy farm is situated up in the hills of Malang, Java and there are 6,000 cows in
the farm. Head of Marketing and Sales, Jan Gert Vistisen, said the freshness of the milk is
affected by a few factors:
1. The bacteria type and quantity in the milk.
2. The period of time between milking and packaging. The longer it is, the more
nutrients will be lost and the possibility of pathogens multiplying is higher.
3. The temperatures of the surroundings during shipping and storage. If shipping time is
long, the milk needs to be sterilised twice to kill more pathogens.
Thus, when purchasing our milk, one should consider the production methods and shipping
times. Milk bought from the supermarkets should be quickly stored in the fridge.

What is pure milk?
Jan said that milk with no additives is the purest.
A lot of people assume that fresh milk is packaged straight away after being squeezed but
some are actually processed.
If the packaging says ‘reconstituted milk’, the milk is probably made from milk powder mixed
with water.
If the packaging says ‘recom bined milk’, it means it is made from milk powder, cream and
then mixed with water.
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Some milk may also add in additives like permeate or whey, lactase, melamine or vanilla to
enhance its taste.

Write and stand to win milk! (Competition)
I love to drink milk because…

Write down your answers and cut out this section. Paste it on the back of the envelope and
send your entry to: 1000 Toa Payoh North Annex Level 5 (S318994).
Closing date: 26 October 2012
We will be selecting the top five answers and rewarding our winners with four packs of one
litre Greenfields milk each.
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